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Brain Death 2020
Conference Series Ltd conferences, 13th Annual Brain
Death Congress during October 21-22, 2020 in Shanghai, China
aims to bring together leading academic scientists, researchers,
specialists and research scholars to exchange and share their
experiences and research results on all aspects of Brian Death, Brain
Injury and Mental Illness. It also provides a premier interdisciplinary
platform for researchers, practitioners and educators to present and
discuss trends, the most recent innovations, and concerns as well as
practical challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields
of Brian Death, Brain Injury and Mental Illness.
Brain Death 2020 aims are to engage new audiences to
participate in activities on the day Brian Death, Brain Injury and
Mental Illness. Of course, we also want to reach existing followers of
Neuro-Science social media accounts, and to expand the global reach.
Finally, this will be a great opportunity to explore as new science
communication tool. We are now looking for people to contribute,
and to help us make Neuroscience ‘go viral’!

Research Contribution and Achievement
The conference offers emerging scholar awards to
outstanding researchers, exceptional graduates or early academicians
who have distinctive enthrallment towards the conference themes.
The Award strives in providing a strong professional development
opportunity for early career academicians—meeting experts in the
field, interacting with colleagues from other parts of the world, and
creating networks and long-term relations.

Call for Nominations
Expert Level (Scientific Service Achievement Award)
The award to the experts who have made outstanding
contributions to advancing in Brain Death Research/Neuroscience.
It is the most prestigious award of the whole conference and is
tagged as scientific service Achievement award. The eligibility criteria
for achieving this award is that one should have minimum of 20+
years of experience in the relative field in public or private sector.
The receiver of this award should have a dedicated fascination and
should take initiative in researching the recent trends and
developments towards the related subjects. You can nominate
deserving of the award through online.

Professional Level (The Research Contribution
Award)
The Award for professional or academic research activity
acquired in Brain Death Research/Neuroscience field in the
public or private sector for experts having research knowledge at
10+ years in the field of Brain Death with most relevant
accomplishments. Part-time research experience would be
counted as pro-rata. It is calculated starting from the date when
you obtained the (first) degree entitling you to embark on a
doctorate (either in the country in which the degree was obtained
or within the country within which the man of science is
recruited); though an academic degree was ne'er started or
envisaged. You can nominate deserving of the award through
online.

Scholar Level (The Upcoming Researcher Award)
The conference offers student stage Awards for the
approaching scientists, researchers and specialists having 10+
years of studies revel in within the field of Brain Death Research.
Our conference would love to offer a satisfactory platform to
increase your network by sharing your studies' expertise on the
degree. The presentation includes 25-30 minutes oral
communicate at the medical studies topics based totally on the
theme of the conference together with 5 minutes of panel
discussions. You may nominate deserving of the award through
online.

Women Scientist (The Women of Science
Award)
13th Annual Brain Death Congress gives a unique
platform for girl’s scientists for offering contemporary research
projects with an in-depth analysis. We cordially invite women
scholars and scientists from Universities/ Industries who have
10+ years of research experience to join the discussion board.
We’re happy to inspire our women scientist’s individuals through
studies awards and provide assistance for women students in
professional development and research steerage via our
collaborations. Women Scientists can nominate deserving of the
award through online.
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Outstanding speaker in Brain Death 2020
This award is recognizing individuals who will gift their
projects, strategies, and schemes that have been implemented to
enhance lengthy-time period excellence in Brain Death
Research/Neuroscience. You could nominate deserving of the award
through on-line.

Best Keynote Speaker in Brain Death 2020
This award is recognized for first-rate Keynote Speakers who will
gift their projects, techniques, and schemes that have been implemented
to improve long-time period excellence in Brain Death
Research/Neuroscience life. If you had been shown as a keynote presenter
from this system manager, you could nominate a person deserving of the
award via on-line.

Series targets at putting a platform for all the budding
scientists and researchers to present their actual-time paintings and
share their views and aspects related to the subject matter of the
convention. You could nominate a person deserving of the award
via online.

Outstanding Masters/Ph.D./Post Doctorate thesis
work Presentation in Brain Death 2020
This award is spotting for Masters/Ph.D./put up Doctorate
thesis work Presentation who will present their tasks and thesis that
have been implemented to improve long-time period excellence in
the area of Brain Death/Neuroscience. You can nominate
deserving of the award online. You can nominate someone
deserving of the award throughonline.

Best Poster Presentation in Brain Death 2020
The Student Poster competition is prepared at the conference,
to encourage students and recent graduates to give their unique
research. All typical abstracts will be presented in the poster classes at
some point in the conference. Conference
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